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Two Key Points

1. Trust changes everything

2. Cultivate an environment 

of trust



Conscious Capitalism Credo: 
Elevating Humanity Through Capitalism

Conscious Capitalism’s Benefits

• It creates value for everyone

• It creates prosperity for everyone

• It improves quality of life for everyone

• It reduces tensions between classes

• It strengthens the middle class

The pursuit of excellent services (and customer relationships) is only 

one of the entry points into Conscious Capitalism





Based on the Conscious Capitalism credo our culture is reinforced 

by Our Commitment to create a great work place.

Our Identity:

• Excellence

• Involvement

• Dedication

What We Offer:

• Positivity

• Joy 

• Happiness

• Success

See next slide

From Curtis Hite of Improving



Excellence

InvolvementDedication

Go beyond
• Get involved in your 

community

• Raise your voice against 

wrongs and injustices

• Correct “bad”

• Be generous with your time, 

money, knowledge and 

experience/know-how

Rise above
• Aspire to be self-aware, 

empathetic and courageous

• Pursue excellence with the 

purpose of allowing people 

to flourish

• Go for the positive; avoid the 

negative

• Be an excellent leader

Give freely
• Make everyone around 

you better and happier

• Share your enthusiasm 

and gifts from God

• Give w/o expecting 

anything in return

• Be thankful



What Capitalism has Enabled 
Real GDP per Capita (2000 $) 2010: $7,278 
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Sources: www.VisualizingEconomics.com; Angus Maddison, University of Groningen; www.prb.org; www.worldbank.org

2010: $7,278 



If current trends 
continue, extreme 
poverty will be 
virtually eliminated 
in the next 50 years. 

Capitalism is Ending Poverty on Earth 

World Population Living on <$1/Day 

100% 

50% 

0 %  

1800 1950 1980 2003 

“My dream is that our grandchildren will have go to museums to see 
what extreme poverty was like.” 

Source: World Bank (2003 dollars) Muhammad Yunus 



Business is gherodnobleethicaloic becbecausebecausebecauseause it ititcrit lfteaiscan bas t eltvs edpeoplalueone tvour oluenxistof povtary encexertychange 

Businesses are helping people to get out of poverty and enjoy a better life.

That is the essence of Capitalism!

Capitalism is a good thing; not a bad thing!



Yet, Trust in Big Business has Plummeted 
% of Americans with a "Great Deal" or "Quite a Lot" of Confidence in Big Business 
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Source: Gallup 



And the perception of Capitalism has gotten worse.  

Here is what people see when they visit Google Pix:

None of these depictions of Capitalism are good!

And although some of them have some truth in them, 

overall they represent gross misrepresentations of the 

value and positive impact of Capitalism!



51% of Millennials reject Capitalism --- according to a recent Harvard school survey (with another 7% being undecided).

What does this mean?

Trust in business is evaporating! 

No Wonder Then That …



Capitalism’ Achilles Heel: Short-Termism 

(Short-Term Thinking and Mentality) & Greed



WHY has this happened? 

THE WORLD has changed 

PEOPLE have evolved 

BUSINESSES have not adapted 



TOpga 

S H E T A N  R  U  1  • 



One Key Contributor To Cynicism: 

Salary Gap

375:1



Another Key Contributor To Cynicism: 

The Gap Between Rich and Poor

The gaps keep increasing





PCG 

TODAY 
39-49 

In 1989, for the first time in U.S. history, 

the majority of adults were over 40 

This is good 

news because 

older folks bring 

with them 

maturity and 

wisdom





There are now 
more active phone 
numbers than 
there are people 

Facebook now 
has over 1 billion 
members 



THE FLYNN EFFECT 







Source: http://www.normanchorn.com/future-strategy/good-leadership-feminine-thing



Fully mindful and awake 

Understand all the consequences of our actions 

Greater commitment to the truth 

A finer sense of right and wrong 

Reject violence 

More inclusive 

Live in harmony with nature 

Peter Senge 



“The dogmas of 
the quiet past are 

inadequate to the 

stormy present... 
As our case is 

new, so we must 

think anew, and 

act anew.” 



What will it take for companies to 

flourish in the future? 



A HIGHER PURPOSE 

DECLARATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE 

19:1 SALARY CAP 

93% STOCK OPTIONS TO NON-EXECS 

100% SALARY TRANSPARENCY 

80% LOWER SPEND ON MARKETING 

1800% RETURN OVER 10 YEARS 

THE FLOOD 



The Tenets of Conscious Capitalism 

HIGHER 
PURPOSE 

STAKEHOLDER 
INTEGRATION 

CONSCIOUS 
CULTURE & 

MANAGEMENT 

CONSCIOUS 
LEADERSHIP 



1. Conscious Capitalism promotes Non-Profit Thinking

2. Conscious Capitalism only helps NPOs

3. All NPOs are examples of Conscious Capitalism 

4. A Conscious business must have a social cause

5. Conscious Capitalism promotes Socialism

Myths About Conscious Capitalism



Can you build a business on love? 



Love and 

work are the 

cornerstones 

of our 
humanness 

Science Source/PRI/Getty Images 


